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A colleague of mine once shared a story he heard of an organic chemistry teacher who would tell people he had one of the most important, lifesaving jobs in the world. Why? Because he made sure academically unprepared premed students never made it to medical school. Teachers can have many possible motivations for maintaining high academic standards in their courses. A desire to ensure future health practitioners are adequately prepared to engage in the intellectual rigor of their profession may be just one of them.
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The word \textit{rigor} is commonly invoked in academia, but is not easily defined in that context. For example, the concept is used by the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education (ACPE) to describe the didactic requirements of the pharmacy curriculum (emphasis added): “The didactic portion of the Pre-APPE curriculum includes \textit{rigorous} instruction in all sciences that define the profession...”\textsuperscript{1} The term \textit{rigor mortis} hints at the literal Latin meaning of the word: stiffness.\textsuperscript{2} Colloquially, it is understood to be a measure of how tough a class is. But class difficulty can be contrived as the result of practices such as requiring students to submit large quantities of work in a short amount of time, providing insufficient help to students, providing only high-stakes summative rather than low-stakes formative feedback, testing students on material only scantily covered in class, or testing at a higher cognitive level than that for which students were prepared.\textsuperscript{3} A more sound basis for defining academic rigor was provided by Draeger and colleagues as the process of “actively learning meaningful content with higher-order thinking at the appropriate level of expectation.”\textsuperscript{4}

In today’s pharmacy teaching environment, setting appropriate learning expectations for a diverse classroom of learners with varying degrees of academic preparedness is not straightforward; and, for teachers, a variety of practical motivational factors may come into play when establishing course rigor. Lewin’s force field analysis model is a useful tool for considering these motivational factors.\textsuperscript{5} This model posits that an equilibrium exists between driving forces and restraining forces, and that change will occur when one set of forces exceeds the other. A non-comprehensive list of potential motivational forces related to course rigor has been proposed in Figure 1.

The sum of the vector directions and magnitudes in Figure 1 determines the resultant level of course rigor, which usually lies within a generally accepted range, often determined, at least in part, by programmatic, organizational, and governmental standards. For example, ACPE provides guidance on student attrition, in excess of which programs are required to identify the root cause and generate an action plan to address it.\textsuperscript{6} On the other extreme, the North American Pharmacist Licensure Examination (NAPLEX) provides a means for assessing the competence of students before they are admitted to practice.\textsuperscript{7} Inappropriate levels of course rigor can adversely affect students. If standards are too low, students may have difficulty succeeding in more advanced courses in the program, including experiential courses, and may struggle to pass the NAPLEX. If standards are too high, it may result in unnecessarily exaggerated student attrition rates, student stress,\textsuperscript{8-10} and possibly increased incidences of academic dishonesty.\textsuperscript{11}

Internal driving and restraining forces like those suggested in Figure 1 may subtly, even subconsciously, drift over time, resulting in a shift in course rigor. However, once brought to the attention of the faculty, motivational forces can be intentionally managed to provide a resultant that is fair and equitable and based on rational, ethical principles. A perusal of the list of motivational factors in Figure 1 suggests some factors might be best moderated at the program level, while others could be more appropriate for individual management.
Programs can help when it comes to the pressures of having too much to teach in not enough time, a lack of academic support for struggling students, attrition concerns, or a perceived need to receive glowing student evaluations of teaching. Curriculum designers can use feedback to ensure an appropriate match between time allotted and content, and to ensure learning objectives are relevant and delivered at an appropriate level for student pharmacists. College administrators can ensure that struggling students have adequate access to quality academic support services and that fair, consistently applied procedures for inadequate academic progress are in place. Policies and procedures can be crafted to strike a balance between the weight carried by student evaluations of teaching versus other evidence of teaching quality in faculty annual reviews and in promotion and tenure guidelines.

At the individual level, faculty members can engage in self-evaluation and personal reflection to continually refine the levels of academic rigor in their courses. Together with those in charge of programmed faculty development, faculty members can seek to improve their knowledge and skills in regard to establishing appropriate educational expectations and eliminating instances of contrived rigor, writing fair test questions and evaluating these questions statistically, evaluating student prior knowledge, and using instructional methods that benefit underprepared learners.

Given the adverse consequences that can arise from either abandonment or accretion of academic rigor, it is important for individual faculty members and their programs to make an effort to identify and minimize gaps in knowledge and skills, maladaptive motivations, and any perverse incentives that may be working against maintaining appropriate levels of academic rigor in their pharmacy classrooms.
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